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N Gauge Coach Lights
Launched at the Warley NEC show, our new Coach Light Strips for N gauge coaches look set to 
be as popular as their bigger OO gauge brothers, bringing easy to fit flicker-free lighting to 
almost any N gauge coach or multiple unit. Like the OO range they are completely wire and 
switch free, being powered by a tiny battery and turning on automatically as the train moves and 
off again when it’s been still for a while, so they are quick to fit and can be used on DC or DCC 
layouts as there are no pickups or connections to the track. Available from late December, to 
find out more or reserve just call or email  sales@dcpmicro.com 

The Lights and Sounds of the modern Railway on your layout....
If you stand on almost any mainline railway station you will be unlikely to hear the sounds of 
slam doors being banged shut, but rather see the almost silent sliding doors of modern coaches 
and multiple units and hear the tones as they open and fast warning beeps as they close.
We have managed to fit a tiny speaker onto our OO gauge cool coach light strip which simulates 
these sounds automatically so that now you not only light your coach but hear these realistic 
sounds when the train has stopped at a station for a while. Like all our coach light strips there 
are no wires, pickups or switches, but powers flicker free from a standard coin cell battery and 
turning on automatically as soon as the train moves and turning off after it has not moved in a 
while. Just remove the roof, fit the strip in using Blu-tack or similar and refit the roof - it really 
is that quick and easy! The CL34 is available now and costs £25, just £5 more than a standard 
lighting-only strip. It makes an ideal partner to the CL24 which is a lighting strip with automatic 
amber door LEDs which come on and off when the train stands in a station in sync with the 
CL34, so could be fitted in an adjacent coach or unit. The CL24 is also £25 inc amber door LEDs.
• CL34 Cool White Coach Light strip with modern image door sounds  £25  NEW
• CL24 Cool White Coach Light strip with Amber door light LEDs  £25 
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Diesel & Steam Loco Sounds • £40 • DC or DCC • Available now
Our Diesel Sound capsule is now available! Featuring sounds like Tickover, 
Compressor, Speedup, Turbo and Horns and recorded from real locos, SFX 
is the easiest and lowest cost way to add real sound to almost any model. 
The tiny capsule has a motion sensor to turn it on and control sounds and 
there are no pickups so no wiring and can be dropped into a loco, tender, 
wagon or coach. Works on DC or DCC - no connections of any kind!
• SFX10 Steam Loco sound capsule with sound tube and battery   £40 
• SFX20 Diesel Loco sound capsule with sound tube and battery   £40 NEW

Sound Advice......
Our SFX Sound capsules are very popular and from feedback from our customers we are really 
pleased that they have brought easy to use real train sounds to both traditional DC and digital 
modellers for £40. One question we get asked more than any other it is ‘how can I make it 
louder’. When we delve more we usually discover that they have not fitted the supplied sound 
tube or mounted it in any kind of enclosure. SFX is no different from digital sound chips in that 
the loudspeaker needs to be mounted in some kind of housing or ‘sound-box’ to give a nice rich 
sound. In many cases the sound box will just be the loco tender body or a wagon or coach and 
we include a neat flexible sound tube which makes a big difference to the sound on its own. 
Experimenting to get the best sound is not complicated but is usually surprising & rewarding!

Do you read the small print?
Well if you read this and would like to order anything direct from us at www.dcpexpress.com 
then enter coupon code EXPRESS14 as you checkout will discount your order by £2, giving you 
same day First Class despatch UK postage for just £2 (£2 discount overseas). If you don’t like to 
order online just call or write quoting EXPRESS14 for the same deal! (offer expires 31.1.15)

Where can I see and buy Train-Tech products?
There are now more places than ever to see and buy Train-Tech products, from us direct by 
phone, post or online at DCPexpress.com, or you can come and meet us at many of the railway 
exhibitions around the UK in 2015, from London to Doncaster to Glasgow. Our range is also now 
available from many model railway shops and dealers up and down the country where they can 
demonstrate and supply you with the full range.

SFX into N does go!
We made the SFX sound capsules as small as we possibly could given the speaker size and a 
battery diameter of 20mm. We thought it would probably never fit into any gauge smaller than 
OO/HO, but one of our customers proudly sent us some photos of their model fitting it onto an 
open wagon guised as unusual loads. So we went one step further and fitted one into an N 
parcels van, cutting a small slot in the bottom so that the coin battery underhangs just slightly 
but almost imperceptively. If you would like a free copy of our full fact sheet on fitting SFX 
Sound capsules into N gauge stock just ask when you order, drop us an email, call us or 
download it from our website - its under Tips in the top right hand side of train-tech.com
And SFX into O does go too!
If you can fit our tiny capsule into N gauge you can certainly fit it into O or larger - in fact one of 
our customers just bought 8 Diesel Sound Capsules for his fleet of O gauge Class 31, 37 and 55!

Coach Light sets - save over 10%
For a limited time our OO gauge automatic coach lights are available in convenient sets of 3 in 
both warm and cool white versions including a tail light for the brake coach. Each coach light 
strip has a motion sensor to automatically turn it on as soon as the train moves and a built in 
battery - easy to fit in roof in seconds - no wires. The set saves £7 on buying all 3 separately!
• CL100 Cool White set: 2 x Cool +1 x Cool with flashing tail light inc lantern LED         £58 NEW
• CL200 Warm White set: 2 x Warm +1 x Warm with flashing tail light inc lantern LED £58 NEW
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